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Alfven waves with a finite amplitude are found to be unstable to a parametric decay in low beta
plasmas. In this paper, the parametric decay of a circularly polarized Alfven wave in a
proton-electron-alpha plasma system is investigated with one-dimensional (1-D) hybrid
simulations. In cases without alpha particles, with the increase of the wave number of the pump
Alfven wave, the growth rate of the decay instability increases and the saturation amplitude of the
density fluctuations slightly decreases. However, when alpha particles with a sufficiently large bulk
velocity along the ambient magnetic field are included, at a definite range of the wave numbers of
the pump wave, both the growth rate and the saturation amplitude of the parametric decay become
much smaller and the parametric decay is heavily suppressed. At these wave numbers, the resonant
condition between the alpha particles and the daughter Alfven waves is satisfied, therefore, their
resonant interactions might play an important role in the suppression of the parametric decay
C 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4820801]
instability. V

I. INTRODUCTION

Alfven waves with a finite amplitude are found to be
unstable to a parametric decay in low beta plasmas.1–11 In
the process of the parametric decay, the energy of a pump
Alfven wave ðk0 Þ is gradually transferred into that of a forward ion acoustic wave (ks ) and a backward daughter Alfven
wave (k ¼ k0  ks ). This instability provides a possible
mechanism to explain the observed decrease of the normalized cross helicity as the solar wind travelling outward.8,12–14
The decrease of the normalized cross-helicity is considered
to be caused by the sunward propagating Alfven waves,
which are excited by the parametric decay.
The parametric decay of Alfven waves has also been
investigated with hybrid simulations, and the effects of ion
dynamics are found to play an important role even in a lowbeta plasma.11,15–20 Part of the background protons can be
accelerated along the magnetic field due to Landau resonance with the forward ion acoustic waves excited during
the parametric decay, forming a proton beam with the order
of the local Alfven speed.16,18,19 This may explain the
observed proton velocity distributions in the fast solar wind,
which typically consist of a dense core component and a
beamlike component streaming away from the sun along the
background magnetic field.21–24 As a feedback, the waveparticle interactions may reduce the linear growth rate of the
parametric decay, or lead to other types of instabilities.16–18
One important component in the fast solar wind is alpha
particles, which constitute 4% of the solar wind particle number density. Alpha particles are faster and hotter than the core
protons with Uap  VA , and Ta  Aa Tp (where Ta and Tp are
the temperatures of the alpha particles and the core protons,
respectively. Aa is the mass number of the alpha atom).22,25–27
a)
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Alpha particles make a significant contribution to the total solar wind energy flux and mass flux. In the MHD frame,
employing a standard linear perturbation theory, Hollweg
et al.,28 Gomberoff et al.,29 Jayanti and Hollweg30 found that
the streaming alpha particles can modify the dispersion relation of the parametric instability, and also introduce several
new instabilities at the gyroresonance of alpha particles and
protons. Kauffmann and Araneda31 studied the effects of
alpha particles on the parametric decay of a circularly polarized Alfven wave propagating along the background magnetic
field, and found that the increment in the thermal energy of
alpha particles may lead to a reduction of the growth rate.
However, in their studies, the relative drift speed between protons and alpha particles is not considered. In this paper, with a
one-dimensional (1-D) hybrid simulation model, we further
investigate the effects of the relative drift speed between protons and alpha particles on the parametric decay of a parallel
propagating left-handed polarized Alfven wave in a protonelectron-alpha plasma system.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the simulation model is described. The simulation results are illustrated
in Sec. III. A summary and discussions are given at last.
II. SIMULATION MODEL

A 1-D hybrid simulation model with periodic boundary
condition is used to study the parametric decay of a monochromatic left-handed polarized Alfven wave in a low beta
plasma. In hybrid simulations, ions are treated kinetically,
while electrons are described as massless fluid.32–34 All
physical quantities depend only on one spatial coordinate
(x), which is parallel to the ambient magnetic field (B0 x^).
A monochromatic left-handed polarized Alfven wave
propagating along the ambient magnetic field is chosen as
the pump wave, and the corresponding fluctuating magnetic
field and transverse velocity are described as
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FIG. 1. Time evolution of (a) the density fluctuations hðdq=q0 Þ2 i1=2 and (b)
the wave energy of backward propagating Alfven waves E with the following parameters: k0 c=xpp ¼ 0:105
and x0 ¼ 0:099 Xp .

dBw ¼ dB½cosðk0 x  x0 tÞ^
y þ sinðk0 x  x0 tÞ^z  ;

(1)

y þ sinðk0 x  x0 tÞ^z  ;
dui ¼ dui ½cosðk0 x  x0 tÞ^

(2)

where subscript i represents ion species. In our simulations,
protons and alpha particles are considered, which are represented by p and a, respectively. The frequency and wave
number of the pump wave are x0 and k0 . The dispersion relation of the pump wave is derived from the MHD equations in
a cold proton-electron-alpha beam plasma35
np ep

ðx0  Up0 k0 Þ2
ðx0  Ua0 k0 Þ2
 na ea
¼ k02 ; (3)
x0  Up0 k0  Xp
x0  Ua0 k0  Xa

where ni is the number density, Xi is the gyrofrequency, and
Ui0 is the bulk velocity along the ambient magnetic field.
The initial transverse velocity dui and fluctuating magnetic field dBw of the pump wave satisfy the Walen’s
relation17,28
dui ¼

ei x0 =k0  Ui0
dBw :
mi x0  Ui0 k0  Xi

(4)

FIG. 2. The power spectra for the fluctuations of the magnetic field and density at Xp t ¼700. The parameters are same as in Fig. 1. The black lines and
red lines represent the magnetic and density fluctuations, respectively. The
forward modes and backward modes are denoted by the solid lines and
dashed lines, respectively. The pump wave, primary ion acoustic wave, and
daughter Alfven wave are marked by arrows.

In simulations described below, the velocity distribution
functions of protons and alpha particles are Maxwellian, and
the thermal velocity of alpha particles is the same as that of
protons. The number of grid cells is nx ¼ 600, and the size
of one grid cell is Dx ¼ 1:0c=xpp (where c=xpp is the proton
inertial length). The electron resistive length is set to be
The
time
step
is
Lr ¼ gc2 =ð4pvA Þ ¼ 0:02c=xpp .
Xp Dt ¼ 0:025. The amplitude dB=B0 of the pump wave is
set to be 0.2. In order to save computational time, a larger
amplitude of the pump wave than in reality is used in the
simulations, which results in a larger growth rate of the parametric decay. The proton beta bp is 0.01, which is similar to
that in previous works.19,20 There are on average 900 macroparticles in every cell for each ion species. All simulations
are performed
P in the center-of-mass frame, where the charge
the species of parneutrality ( i ei ni ¼ 0, where i denotes P
ticles) and the zero current condition ( i ei ni Ui0 ¼ 0) are
satisfied initially.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS

We first describe the parametric decay of a circularly
polarized Alfven wave in a proton-electron plasma system.
Figure 1 displays the time evolution of (a) the density fluctuation hðdq=q0 Þ2 i1=2 (where q0 is the initial density), and (b)
the energy of the daughter Alfven waves propagating backward E =B20 . In this case, the wave number and frequency of
the pump wave are k0 c=xpp ¼ 0:105 and x0 ¼ 0:099 Xp ,
respectively. We can obtain the magnetic fluctuations of the
pump and daughter Alfven waves by separating the magnetic
fluctuations into positive and negative helical parts with the
method developed by Terasawa et al.36 For a left-handed
polarized pump Alfven wave, the negative helical part corresponds to forward propagating waves, whereas the positive
helical part corresponds to backward propagating waves.
The instability is excited at Xp t  300, and both the density
fluctuation and the energy of the daughter waves begin to
increase rapidly at that time. The instability saturates at
Xp t  700 with the density fluctuation hðdq=q0 Þ2 i1=2  0:25
and the energy of the daughter waves E =B20  0:01.
Figure 2 shows the power spectra for the fluctuations of
the magnetic field and density at Xp t ¼700. At Xp t ¼700,
the parametric decay has already taken place, but the pump
Alfven wave with the wave number k0 c=xpp  0.1 is still
clearly visible. Besides the pump Alfven wave, we can also
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FIG. 3. The growth rates and saturation amplitude of the ion acoustic
wave modes as a function of the wave
number of the pump Alfven wave
without alpha particles.

identify two other wave modes: the ion acoustic waves and
the daughter Alfven waves propagating backward. The wave
number of the ion acoustic waves with the largest amplitude
is at ks c=xpp  0.16, while the wave numbers of the daughter
Alfven waves with the largest amplitude is k c=xpp
 0.06 (black dashed lines), and they satisfy the threewave resonant condition k ¼ k0  ks . In addition, the highorder harmonic modes of the ion acoustic waves are also
excited, which then result in the generation of a weak Alfven
wave propagating backward with k c=xpp  0.22.
We performed a series of simulations to demonstrate the
dependence of the growth rates and saturation amplitude of
the ion acoustic waves on the wave number of the pump
Alfven wave, which is shown in Fig. 3. The growth rate of
the parametric decay is obtained by calculating the slope of
the time evolution of lnhðdq=q0 Þ2 i1=2 during the linear
growth phase. Consistent with previous theoretical prediction,1,4 the growth rates of the parametric decay increase
with the increase of the wave number of the pump wave.
However, the saturation amplitude of the density fluctuations
shows a slow decrease with the increase of k0 . The mechanism of this behavior of the saturation amplitude will be left
as a future study.
Next, we consider the parametric decay of the pump
Alfven wave in a proton-electron-alpha plasma system to
investigate the effects of alpha particles on the parameter
decay process. Here, we choose the number density of the
alpha particles as na =ne  4% (where ne ¼ np þ 2na is the
number density of electrons), and the relative drift speed
between the alpha particles and protons (Uap ) is one Alfven

speed. Figure 4 displays the time evolution of (a) the density
fluctuations hðdq=q0 Þ2 i1=2 , and (b) the energy of the daughter
Alfven waves propagating backward E =B20 . Here, we keep
the wave number of the pump wave the same as in Fig. 1,
which is k0 c=xpp ¼ 0:105. The frequency is x0 ¼ 0:093 Xp ,
which is slightly different from that in Fig. 1 due to the existence of alpha particles. Both the density fluctuations and the
energy of the daughter waves begin to increase at Xp t  300,
and they saturate at Xp t  700 with the amplitude
hðdq=q0 Þ2 i1=2  0:22 and E =B20  0:01. The power spectra
of the fluctuations of the magnetic field and density as a
function of the wave number at Xp t ¼700 are illustrated in
Fig. 5. At Xp t ¼ 700, the wave numbers of the ion acoustic
wave modes center on ks c=xpp  0.18, while those of the
daughter Alfven waves are around k c=xpp  0.08. We
can also observe the high-order harmonic modes of the ion
acoustic waves, and another weak daughter Alfven wave
with k c=xpp  0.26. In this case, the evolution of the
parametric decay is quite similar to that without alpha particles, which indicates the weak impact of the alpha beam on
the instability when k0 c=xpp ¼ 0.015 and x0 =Xp ¼ 0.093.
However, the situation changes when we change the
wave number of the pump wave. Figure 6 shows the time
evolution of (a) the density fluctuations hðdq=q0 Þ2 i1=2 , and
(b) the energy of the daughter Alfven waves E =B20 propagating backward when the wave number and frequency of
the pump wave are k0 c=xpp ¼ 0:314 and x ¼ 0:249 X0 ,
respectively. Both the density fluctuations and the energy of
the daughter waves begin to grow at Xp t  200, and saturate
at Xp t  600 with the amplitude hðdq=q0 Þ2 i1=2  0:02 and

FIG. 4. Time evolution of (a) the density fluctuations hðdq=q0 Þ2 i1=2 and (b)
the wave energy of backward propagating Alfven waves E with the fallowing
parameters:
na =ne  4%,
Uap =VA ¼ 1, k0 c=xpp ¼ 0:105, and
x0 ¼ 0:093 Xp .
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FIG. 5. The power spectra for the fluctuations of the magnetic field and density at Xp t ¼700. The parameters are same as in Fig. 4. The black lines and
red lines represent the magnetic and density fluctuations, respectively. The
forward modes and backward modes are denoted by the solid lines and
dashed lines, respectively. The pump wave, primary ion acoustic wave, and
daughter Alfven wave are marked by arrows.

E =B20  0:0002. Compared with the results without alpha
particles, both the growth rate and the saturation amplitude
are much smaller, and the parametric decay is heavily suppressed by the alpha particles.
Figure 7 shows the growth rates and saturation amplitude of the ion acoustic wave modes as a function of the
wave number of the pump Alfven wave with alpha particles.
When the relative drift speed between the protons and alpha
particles is one Alfven speed (black lines), we can find that
the wave number of 0.26 xpp =c is just like a break point.
When the wave number is smaller than 0.26 xpp =c, the
growth rate increases with the increase of the wave number,
and the saturation amplitude stays roughly the same.
However, when the wave number is larger than 0.26 xpp =c,
both the growth rate and the saturation amplitude fall rapidly
until they reach the minimum values at the wave number
0.42 xpp =c. Then with the increase of the wave number, both
the growth rate and the saturation amplitude recover very
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fast and can nearly reach the level before the break point.
Compared with the results without alpha particles shown in
Fig. 3, we can easily find that the alpha particles significantly
suppress the parametric decay at a finite range of the pump
wave k0 . However, the simulation results without the drift
velocity of alpha particles (red lines) are similar to those
simulations with only protons (Fig. 3). The growth rate of
the parametric decay increases with the increase of the wave
number, while the saturation amplitude is nearly unchanged,
and there is no break point of wave number.
We conjecture that the resonant interactions between the
alpha particles and the daughter Alfven waves play a key role
in the parametric decay. When the alpha particles and the
daughter Alfven waves satisfy the resonant condition, the
parametric decay will be severely suppressed. If the alpha
particles have a relative drift speed with the protons, the
excited daughter Alfven waves are easy to resonantly interact
with the alpha particles, then the parametric decay is suppressed at a definite range of the wave numbers. In our simulations, the drift velocity of the alpha beam is about one
Alfven speed. Compared with the cases without alpha particles, the frequency of the pump wave is changed only
slightly by the alpha beam, since the alpha particles are out of
resonance with the pump wave. Further, with the assumption
that the existence of the alpha beam having no impact on the
parametric decay, the daughter Alfven waves have roughly
the same wave number in both cases. Therefore, we can infer
that the predicted wave number of the daughter Alfven waves
is about 0.24 xpp =c for the run with k0 c=xpp ¼ 0:42, and
its frequency is about 0:24 Xp . In this case, the resonant
condition between the alpha particles and daughter waves
x  k  Uap ¼ Xa is satisfied, and the parametric decay is
severely quenched. Then, we can find that if alpha particles
don’t have a relative drift speed compared with protons, the
excited daughter Alfven waves are difficult to resonantly
interact with alpha particles, therefore, we cannot observe the
quenching effects of alpha particles on the parametric decay.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS

By employing 1-D hybrid simulations, the parametric
decay of a parallel propagating monochromatic left-handed

FIG. 6. Time evolution of (a) the density fluctuations hðdq=q0 Þ2 i1=2 and (b) the wave energy of backward propagating Alfven waves E with the fallowing parameters: na =ne  4%, Uap =VA ¼ 1, k0 c=xpp ¼ 0:314, and x ¼ 0:249 X0 .
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FIG. 7. The growth rates and saturation amplitude of the ion acoustic
wave modes as a function of the wave
number of the pump Alfven wave with
alpha particles. The results for
Uap =VA ¼ 1 and 0 are denoted by
black lines and red lines, respectively.

polarized Alfven wave is investigated in a low beta plasma.
When there are no alpha particles, with the increase of the
wave number of the pump Alfven wave, the growth rate of
the decay instability increases just as the MHD theory predicted,1,4 while the saturation amplitude of the density fluctuations slightly decreases. After we consider the effects of the
alpha particles, when there is no relative drift speed between
the protons and alpha particles, the effects are ignorable.
However, when there is a relative drift speed between the
protons and the alpha particles, at a definite range of the
wave numbers of the pump wave, both the growth rate and
the saturation amplitude of the parametric decay become
much smaller than the corresponding values in the cases
without alpha particles, and the parametric decay is
suppressed.
The in situ measurements of Helios and Ulysses spacecraft have showed that in the fast solar winds, the Alfvenic
fluctuations are seen to evolve with the distance from the Sun:
cross-helicity, which is a measure of Alfvenic correlation,
decreases monotonically.13,14 The parametric decay instability
is one of the most important mechanisms to explain this phenomenon since it can locally produce the sunward propagating
waves, and thus reduce the cross-helicity.2,4,10 According to
our simulation results, when there is an alpha beam with a
large drift velocity, the parametric decay will be suppressed at
a definite range of the wave numbers of the pump wave.
Meanwhile, alpha particles are commonly observed to flow
faster than the core protons by about one local Alfven speed
in the typical fast solar wind.22,23 The parametric decay of a
pump Alfven wave only works in a low beta plasma, therefore, our results may be relevance of the evolution of the magnetic fluctuations in the solar wind within 0.3 AU, where the
plasma beta is low.
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